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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Abbrevia- Abbrevia-Unit tion Unit tion 
Length _______ I meter _________ ___ ______ m foot (or mile) ____ _____ ft. (or mi.) Time _________ t second _________________ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) Force _________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
PoweL _______ P horsepower (metric) ______ 
- - --- -- ---
horsepower ___________ hp. 
Speed _________ V {kilometers per hour ______ k.p.h. miles per hour _____ ___ m.p.h. meters per second _______ m.p .s. feet per second ________ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
Mass = W 
g 
Moment of inertia = mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4_s2 at 
15° C. and 760 rom; or 0.002378 lb.-ft.-4 sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu.ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure - ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient CL = :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD ~ ::s 
Profile drag, absolut~ coefficient CD. ~ ~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient CD, = ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient CD - DS7> 
• q 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc - q~ 
Resultant force 
i lD , Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
Q, 
n, 
Vl p-, 
!.f. 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular 
setting (relative to thrust 
velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000 i or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s. the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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TURBULENCE FACTORS OF N. A. C. A. WIND TUNNELS AS DETERMINED BY 
SPHERE TESTS 
By ROB ER'L' C. PLAT'l' 
SUMMARY 
R e ult oj dl'ag and pre sure tests oj spheres having 
diameter oj 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 inche in eight N. A. 
. A. wind tunnels, in the ail' ahead oj the can'iage in 
the N. A. O. A. tank, and beneath an autogil'O ~'n flight 
are pre ented in this re1)Ol·t. Two methods oj testing were 
employed, one involving measurements oj sphere drag and 
th e other measurements oj the pres ure difference between 
the jront tagnation point and the rear pOl·tion oj the 
sphere . Sati ;factory con'elation between the t1(;O methods 
was obtained experimentally, as et jOl·th in an appendix 
to the repol·t. 
The jollowing table indicates the relative tatus oj the 
wind tunnel te ted a l·egw·d the amount oj turbulence 
normally encountered in their air stream, the lert t 
t~lrb'Ul en t being li ted fil'c t: 
Full- cale tunnel. 
24-inch high- peed tunnel. 
20:foot tunnel. 
iVfodel oj the j ull-scale tunnel . 
7- by 10joot tunnel. 
5 joot vertical tunnel. 
Free-spinning tunnel. 
Va7'iable-density tunnel. 
1 " turbulence jactoT" JOT each wind tunnel, dtifin ed a 
the mtio oj the critical R eynolds umbel' oj a spheTe in (L 
710nturbulent air tTe(Lm to the critical R eynold umber 
in the tunnel, was obtained fl'om pheTe-test 1·esults. 
When the R eynold Number oj a model tested in a wind 
tunnel i multiplied by the tUTbtilence jactor jor that t'l.in-
nel, the l'e ·tilting value is (in "effective" R eynolds Tum-
bel'; that is, the R eynolds Number at which certain 
cl'itical }low conditions obtained in the actual test would 
be approximately repToduced in a nonturbulent stream. 
When this method i u ed to obtain the scale-effect varia-
tion oj ma:cimum lift coefficient and drag coeJficient at 
zero lift oj certain well-known ai1:foil , data obtained in 
various wind tunnels under a wide variety oj tUl'bulent 
condition are bTought into ati ;factory agreement. 
I TROD CTIO 
Ail'- tream turbulence ha long been recognized as a 
ource of discrepancy between force measured on a 
model in a wind tunnel and Jorce that would occur on 
the model in free ail' under otherwi e comparable con-
dition . Although th o-enen'Ll effects of turbulence are 
now fairly well known, pre ent knowledge i insufficient 
to permit either an exact cletennination of the nature 
and quality of turbulence pre ent in an airstream 01' 
the development of sati factory conections for it 
efl'ect. It i possible, however, to determine by anyone 
of everal ex'})erimental methods a value indicative of 
the relative magnitud e of th e turl ulence pre ent in an 
air tream. 
Th e drect of wind-tunnel turbulence in general on 
th e aerodynamic characteri tics of bodie ha b en 
e timat d in ome pecific ca es by the introduction of 
artificial turbulence into the tunnel air tream. In uch 
cases an approximate determination of the amount of 
turbulence in trod uced l'f'lative to the initial turbulence 
bas been of con iderable assi tance in xtrapolating to 
the condition of zero turbulence. It i. thu apparent 
tha t apprm:imate measurement of air-stream turbu-
lence, even though they fail to give completely sati -
factory correction, are of definite significance in wind-
tunnel l' search. 
A metho 1 commonly u ed to cletermine the turbu-
len e of a wind tLmnel involves measurement of the 
change in the drag coefficient of <L phel'e as the Rey-
nold Number of the sphere i varied. This method 
depend on a chanae in the nature of the flow abou t a 
phere with changing Reynold 1 umber. At a low 
value of the R eynold umbel' the flow cpara te 
approximately at the equator of the phere and a 
large eddying wake with 10\ pressure on the down-
tream ide of the phel'e re ult. In thi condition 
the boundary layer of the phere ahead of the point of 
eparation is laminar. As the R eynold umber is 
inCl'ea ed, tran ition from laminar to turbulent flow 
mo\'e ahead of the poi.nt of epul'ation with a resulting 
1 
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backward, or downstream, movemen t of the point" 
or separation and a con seq lI ent reel uced wake arca and 
drag. The Reyno lds Nu mbcr at lI'hich this udclclJ 
change of flo\l' takes place 11<1.5 been called t ile "criLic<d 
Reynolds Nu mbcr." The cJHluge from laminar to 
turbulent rI ow in lltc boundary htyer depends on the 
Reynolds N umbel' and the initial turbulence of the ail' 
tream in such a way tha t the initial turbulence de-
crcases the value of the Reynolds Number at which 
tnmsition from lamin a r to turbu lent flow in a boundary 
layer takes place. Thus the value of the critical 
Reynolds Numbe r sen -es to indicate the ,lmount of 
tu rbulence present in the ni l' stream. In an exten 'ivc 
investigation by Dryden and Ku ethe (reference 1) a 
relation wa establi hed between the critical R eynold 
I umbel' of a phere in an air stream and the pcrcentage 
turbulence of the ail' tream. The paper gives a clear 
account of the basic theory and proposes a quantitative 
method of determining the initial turbu lence of an 
air stream from drag te ts of pheres. 
Sphere test hayc come to be rcgarded as essential 
to the calibra tion of :1, wind tunnel, and somc data of 
this nature have alrc,tcly becn obtained in most of the 
existinO' wind tunnels. n eference 2 and 3 present the 
resultsoof previous T. A. C. A. sph erc te t in free ail', 
i.n the old atmospheric wind tunnel, and in an early 
modification of the vHriable-density tu nneL The data 
obtained in the present investigation, howevrl', are the 
first published material applicable to the va ri oll N. A. 
C. A, wind tunnel in their present forms. 
The investigation ,,-as undertaken wi t lt the in tention 
of determining the compamtiye turbulence of the pre -
ent N. A. C. A. ,,-ind tllnnels in such a way as to 
obtain an estimate of the effect of turbulence on te t 
results. It wa. considered desirable to determine, if 
possible, tbe change in aerodynamic characteristics 
resultinO' from the different turbulent conditions exist-
° . ing in free air and in wind tlmnels. Th~ determma-
tion of the comparative turbulence of free all' wa there-
fore consiclered an additional object of the inve tiga-
tion. The investigation wa conducted during 1933 -35 
at snch times as each of the eight tunnel at present in 
u e became available. 
APPARATU AND METHODS 
Wind tunnels .- The eight wind tunnels investigated, 
with references to descriptive material, are listed in the 
following table: 
The 7- by 10-100t tunnel, reference 4, 
The model of the full-scale tunnel, rererence 5. 
The full-scale tunnel, reference 6, 
The 20-foot wind tunnel, reference 7, 
The 5-foot vertical tunnel, reference , 
The 24-inch high-speed tunnel, reference 9. (Ref-
erence 10 gives a description of a similar high-
speed tunnel of smaller size,) 
The variable-den ity tunnel, reference 11. 
The free-spinning tun nel, reference 12. 
Data for [I'('e a il' w(,l'e obtained by towing pheres 
beneath an il.lltogil'o in f1i ghL and ahead 01' the r,ll.l'riage 
in the cano py of the N. A. C, A, tank (reference 13). 
Spheres ,- Te t were made of li\'e mahogany phere 
(fig. 1 (b)) hav ing diameter of 4, 6, ,10, and 12 
inches; the pheres were fini hed with lacquer and 
polished mooth, They wen~ mounted on stings which 
could be attached to it balance for drag te t and which, 
in normal test position, extended directly do", n tream 
from the center of thc sphere. Two boles, one at the 
front tagnation point and one 22° from the downstream 
axis of the phere, were equipped with pressure lead 
to permit measurement of the :hont and real' pres ur 
on each phere. In addition to the wooden phere, 
an -inch hard ru bber bowling ball, a 2-inch teel ball 
bearing, and a 4-inch bra s b£111 wcrc u ed in ome of 
the tests. The rubber sphere, which had a smooth, 
rubbed fini h and which was not equipped with pre me 
holes served a a check of the surface finish of tbe , 
wooden sphere , which had to be repoli he l everal 
times during the COllrse of the te ts. The tee! and 
brass spheres (fig . ] (a)), which had only rear pre sure 
hole, were poli hed to a mirror fini h; they, in addition 
to erving a checks of the surface fini h of the other 
spheres, were used for te t in which the other phere 
were unsuitable. Tbe nose pre sure for these phere 
II-ere obtained from tunnel calibration data, 
Balance and supports .--A portable drag balan e 
(fig. 2a, b) especially drsigned to be easily mounted in 
various wind tunnels was constructed for u e in this 
investigation. Thi balance con ist of a round bar 
supported on Emery knife-edges in ide a 2 }~ -inch tube, 
The bar, which has a tapped hole in the forward end 
to take the sphere-support sting, is restrained longi-
tudinally by a calibrated pressure capsule and can be 
balanced between contact point. The pres ure re-
q uired to prod uce balance i a measure of the drag 
force on the phere. 
A towing support (fig, 3) for use in making pre ure 
meaSlll'ements on the sphere was al 0 constructed , 
This SUppOTt con i ts of a bar with fin at the rear 
and with a tapped hole in the no e to take the sphere-
support sting. With the sphere in place the unit 
was upported at it center of gravi ty by a cable and 
hung in any desired position with re pect to a~ air-
plane, to the carriage of the . A. C. A. tank, or ill the 
air stream of a wind tunnel. 
Drag measurements.- For the drag measurements 
the pecial balance was upported rigidly in the tunnel 
under investigation and the drag forces on nch of 
several spheres were measured at variou air peed, 
DraO' measurement were made in the 7- by 10-foot 
° . , 
tunnel, the model fu ll-scale tunnel, and at two po ItlOns 
in the jet of the full- cale tunneL In the 7- by 10-
T URBU LENCE FACT ORS OF . A . C. A . WIN D TUNNELS AS DE'rERMINED B Y SPHERE TEs'rs 
(a) l\.[etal spheres. 
(b) Wooden spheres. 
r SPhere diameter S i nches· 
y 
FIGURE I.-Spheres used in the turbulence tests. 
FJG UllE 2a.-An -inch sphere mounted 011 the drag balancc. 
To pressure 
Static tube 
, Emery 
Im(fe ec(qes 
Tes t sphere 
(b) 
FIGU ItE 2b.-Sketcb of the sphere clrag balance. 
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foot-tunnel tests, two condition of turbulencc were 
obtained, one in the clear tunnel and one with a 
turbulence grid in the jet ahead of the phere. This 
grid consisted of X-inch square bar set edge on to 
the stream 'with their axe spaced n~ inche. Th e 
bars extended vertically and the entire unit was located 
35 inches ahead of the center of the sphere. 
Pressure measurements.- \.n altel'natiye method 0-[ 
obtaining the critical Reynolds Number of a sphere wa. 
suggested for u e in tIll inve tigation by Dr. H. L. 
Dryden, of the National Bureau of Standards. This 
method con ist of measuring the differcnce of pres Ul'e 
6p between the front and rear portion of the sphere. 
If a pre sure coefficient 6pjqis plotted against appropriate 
values of Reynold Number, a variation similar to the 
variation of the drag coefficient with Reynolds umber 
is found, thus permitting an approximate determination 
of the cri tical Reynolds Number. The method wa in-
dependently developed by the D . V. L . in Germany; 
a complete descrip tion of the theory underlying it and 
the resul ts of te ts in which it is used have heen puh-
li hed in r eference 14. A 1'6 ume of the theory and a 
description of the tests COlT hting drag and pre sure 
mea ul'ement are given in an appendix to the pre ent 
report. The pres lire method offers considerable ad -
vantage as compared with drag test on account of the 
greater ease and rapidi.ty wi.th which re ult can be ob-
tained both in flight and in wind tunnels. In addi tion, 
greater accura y should 1'e ult from the simplifi cation 
of tIl e technique of tc , ting and the eliminati.on of the 
need for damping the balance vibration . 
Presslll'e te t were made at moclellocation in the 7-
by 10-foot tunnel with two conditions of turbulence 
and with normal turbulence in all of the other tunnels 
previously Ii ted with the exception of the model of the 
full-scale tunnel, in which no pre sure te ts were made . 
In flight and in the tank, data were obtained solely hy 
the pre sure method. 
FIG URE 4.-Sphere towing unit in the N. A . C. A . tank . 
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Mounting of spheres.- evcrul methods of moun tina 
Lhe pheres in the wind tunn 1 were employed. For 
the drag tests the drag halance was rigidly supported 
either by wires or by a clamp on a treamline tube 
braced with v.rires. In each case the center line of the 
sphere, ting, and balance unit wa accurately alined 
with the air stream. For some of the pressure te ts the 
phere wa supported rigidly in the tunnel hy wire 
attached to it ting. For the other pre ure te t the 
towing upport was huna hy a V of wire perm.itting i t 
to wing fore and aft bu t rc tra ining the lateral motion . 
The fll1s in each ca e cal.l cd the phere to maintain 
proper alin emen t in the air stream. In fligll t t ll c 
sp ltere-towina uppor t (f1g. 3) wa hun g 70 feet below 
an autogiro by a cable. For tbe tests in the r A. C. A. 
tank the towing suppor t was hung on a special suspen-
sion of low frequency to reduce vibration of the phere 
and wa lIpported 15 feet ahead of the towing carriage 
ncar the center of the cro section of the tank canopy 
(fig. 4). 
PRECISION 
In general, error in the sphere te ts may be a cribed 
to faulty dctennination of the upport interference and 
tare forces, to surface roughne ,and to vibration of the 
phere and the snpport. upport interference may be 
divided in to two type: liil'st, that resulting from a 
cllange in air Itow caused by the junction of the support 
and phere; and econd, that re ulting from a change 
in the air flow induced by the pre ence of bodies, uch 
a the draa balance, behind the phere. 
The first type of upport in terference may be 
r duced to a negligible amount by having th poin t 
of attachment of the phel'e to its uppor t at the most 
downstream point of the phcre and by keeping the 
size of the suppor t relatively small a compared with 
the ize of the phere (references 2 and 14). a tis-
factory agreement between pre sure measurement of 
duplicl1te set-ups "with and \\rithout the sphere-drag 
halance in place indicate that the second type of in ter-
ference is also negliaible in the e te t. Attempts t 
measure any tare force on the drag balance were UD uc-
ces flil. ince it i rea on able to suppose that error in 
tare-force determination would be approximately pro-
pOJ-tional to the magnitud of the tare force i tself, it 
seem pro ba ble tha terror re ul ting from this source 
are very small. In cases where the nature of the up-
port permitted visihle vibration of the sphere, it wa 
found that the critical Reynold Jumber was appre-
ciahly red uced and care \Va taken to keep vibration at 
R eynold umber cau ed by accidental error 
within tllO following limits: 
Drag tc ts in IYind tUJ1nc!s _____ - _____ - - - - --
Prc sure tc ts in wind tunncl. _____________ _ 
Prcssurc tcsts in flighL __________________ _ 
Prcs ure tests ill tank ____________________ _ 
± 5, 000 
± 5,000 
± ,000 
± 5.000 
lies 
The tests in fligh t and in the tank are thought to be 
free from error due to vibra tion because of the upport 
employed. It seems very unlikely that vibration 
from the all togiro could be tran mitted down the 70-
foot length of fl exible cable used in the Bight te ts . 
Th e special spring su pension used in the tank howed 
l~ trong tendency to damp vibrations. Ail' turbulence 
a in licated by the moLion of titanium tetrachloride 
moke is considered to have b en nonexistent in the 
air encountered b the phere during the test run in 
the tank canopy. 
RES L TS AND DISCUS 10 
Presentation of results.- T e t data from the drag and 
the pre ure te ts have been reduced to the following 
nondimensional coefficient forms: 
. elra 0' force Drag co efflclen t, 0 = b S 
I q 
Pre' ure coefficient, !J. ]) q 
. b' I 1 TT:' "[ . m w 10 1 q= 'j/ \ -, C ynamlc pres ure. 
7rd2 
=4' cro s-sectional area of sphere. 
d, phere diameter. 
!J.p, the pre ure difference between the 
fron t and rear orifices in the phcre 
The value of tbe drag and the pressure coefficien ts 
arc then plotted agai.n t R eynolds Number Vd/v, in 
which V is the velocity of the air tream and JJ is the 
kineml1tie visco ity oJ the air . The critical R eynolds 
Number, Re, is cho en as that valu e of the R eynolds 
N umbel' corresponding Lo a drag co fficient of 0.3 (rcf-
Cl'ence 1) or to a pres m e coefficient of 1.22 in accord-
ance with the correlation of the result of the drag and 
pre su re tests pre ented in the appendix. 
The 7- by lO -foot wind tunnel.- Results of drag and 
pre ure te ts in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel arc 
shown in fiaul'es 5 and 6. Figure 5 (a, b, c, d) show 
curve of Co and 6p/q [or sphere of different size in the 
clcar t unnel, with normal turhulence. Figure 6 (a, b, 
c, d) show curves of Go and !J.p /q for different pheres 
in the tunnel wi th the turbulence arid in place. Th e 
di co ntinui ty in the !J. p/q curve for the -inch sphere in 
figure 6 (c) hould be noted a ' a phenomenon tha t has <1 minimum during the CO LJl' c of the te ting. 
From compari on of tllQ re ul t of chc k te 
believed that the variation of the observed 
ts, iL i nppea recl in everal other te t a well a in this onc. 
critical . (In uch a e it has been po sible to repeat the e 
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points in check t('sts. ) Inasmuch ns i t docs not, in 
general, extend to the criticnl yalu e of !:1p /q, no special 
consideration has bren given to it in th is investigation. 
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Figure 7 shows the varia tion of critical Reynolds 
~ umbel' with sphere diameter. Since the air speed at 
which the critical R eynolds Number on a sphere occurs 
n Ixies with the sir,e of the sp1l(']"e, it is possihle that the 
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:'r(;nO'~ ~.-bpherc dmg lest in the model full·s(,fl le wind tllnnel with lhe 8·inch 
sphere. 
obsen-ed nl riation of the critical R eynolds Number 
with spbere size may result from a yariation in tunnel 
turbulence with air speed. The fact that the energy 
ra,tio of the wind tunnel changes \\-ith air speed tends 
to support this view, although data of references 1 and 
15 indica te tho t the turbulence as measured by a hot-
wire t urbulence indicator is independent of the tunnel 
ai r speed . Although Harris and Graham (reference 16) 
suggest tha t the value of Rc yaries with the ra tio of 
sphere to tunnel diameter, sub equent data (el i cussed 
in Summary of T est Results) in the present report tend 
to invalidate this explanation of the obsen' ed efJ'ect. 
F igure 7 also shows the agreemen t of the pressure tests 
\\"ith the sphere uppor ted on the drag balance and 
mounted a t the same position in the air stream on the 
towing suppor t . As stated previolls ly, the agreement 
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FiGUIlE 9.-Pressure and drag lests of spheres of diflercn t size in tbe full-sra le wind 
tunnel with normal turbulence. 
bet\\-een the test indicates that the pre ence of the 
drag balance behind the sphere does no t exert an appre-
ciable effect on the air flow in the tunnel. 
Model of the full -scale tunnel.- Results of drag te Ls 
on an 8-inch rubber sphere, the one test made in the 
l /15-scale model of the full-scale tunnel, afe hown in 
fi gure 8. 
Full -scale tunnel.- Results of drag tests on two 
\\-ooden spheres, each mounted 15 feet cast of the ver-
tical center line of the full-scale tunnel and on its hori-
zo ntal cen ter, and results of both drag and pre sure 
tests with the spheres mounted at th e inters ction of 
the tunnel cen ter lines arc shown in figure 9. It is note-
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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(a) Three spheres mounted on tunnel cpnter line. (b) 'l'he 6-inch sphere mounted 2~ feet east of tunnel center line. 
FIGURE 10.-PresSure tests of spheres of different size in the 20-foot wind tULlnel wiLh normal turbulence. 
worthy that the t urbulence appears to be defini tely less 
15 feet away from the center of the tunnel than on it 
ver tical center line. A possible cause of th e increased 
turbulence at the center may be the junction of th e 
turbulent boundary layer from the outer walls of the 
return passages into a single disturbed r egion along the 
center of the jet. 
Twenty-foot wind tunnel.- Resul ts of pres ure tes ts 
with three wooden sphere each mounted at various 
positions in the jet of the 20-foot wind tunnel are 
shown in fig LU'e 10 (a, b). As the full-scale and 20-
foot t unnels have similar types of double return pas-
sage, it wa intended to make te t at a position 5 
feet off center , corre ponding to the off-center position 
in the full-scale tunnel, but in this position i t was 
found that an lID tea dine of flow in the jet caused 
the towing suppor t to move lillsteadily in the air 
stream, preventing satisfactory observation of the 
pressure differences. T ests were made 2 }~ feet off 
center where no unsteadiness was observed. No 
apparent difference was found in the amount of 
turbulence 10 feet and 20 feet from the entrance 
cone of tlus tunnel, wlllch is in disagreemen t with 
the general belief that turbulence tend to be damped 
in an air stream. It is possible, however, that the 
turbulence had been so completely damped when the 
air reached the 10-foot tation that there was very 
little further damping as it passed downstream . 
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F,GURE ll .- Pressure tests of spheres of different size in the 5-foot vertical wind 
tunnel with normal turhulence. Spheres mounted on tunnel center line. 
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Five-foot vertical tunnel.- R esults of pressure test 
of tln'ee wooden pheres each located. on the center 
line of the 5-foot yertical tunnel at the normal test 
position are shown in figuro II. 
The 24-ineh high-speed tunnel.- Re ults of pres ure 
test of the 2-in cL steel and the 4-inch bra phere 
in the 24-inch high-speed tunnel appeal' in figure 12 
(il, b). Some tests of ,,'ooden phere condu cted 
beforo lho final modifi ca ion and calibra tion of the 
tunnel indicated the 41 ~_in ch orr-cen tcr station to be 
reprcscntati\-e of the HYCra ge condition Hero s thc jet 
seems reasonable to conclude that the failure to 
obtain a critical R eynold Jumber may be ascribed 
to an effect of compressibility in delaying the on et 
of boundary-layer turbulence, po sibly through chang-
ing the pressure gradient on which compressibility i 
known to exert a powerful effect. I t has been sug-
o-ested that uch an action might have occurred on 
the 4-inch sphere as well , re ulting in a fictitious value 
of the cri tical R eynolds lUl1ber. The eIrect might 
be uggested as an explanation of the variation of the 
eri ticnl R eynoll limber with phere dinmeter, al-
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(a) The 2,inch sphere mounted 4 y.j inches south of tbe tunnel centor line. (b) The 4·inch sphere mounted 4~ inches south of the tunnel cenler line. 
['IGL'RE 12. Pressure tests of two spheres in the 24·inch high·speed wind tunnel with normal turbulence. 
a t test level, and this posi tion was accordingly chosen 
for the fin al te t . 
The failure of the 2-inch sphere to reach a critical 
Reynolds umbel' is an interesting and apparently 
hi therto unobselyed phenomenon. At a R eynolds 
N umbel' of lightly over 300,000 where the pre sure 
coefficient hould begin to drop sharply, it begins to 
l'i:e at a stetldily increasing rate, giving tl shape of 
curve sugge ti ve of the variation of d J'<l g of an airfoil 
with air speed in the region in which compressibility 
begins to show an effect (references 9 and 10). It 
though such an explanation seems very unlikely in 
the case of the ob el'ved variation in low-speed wind 
tunnels . 
It is clear that at speeds grea ter than 0.4 tbe velocity 
of oun 1 the effects of tUl'blllonce are seriously altered 
by C0111p)'e ibility, and full account of thi effect 
mll st be taken before the signifi cance or sphere tests 
in t his rtlllge of 'p('('(ls can be unders tood. 
Variable-density tunnel.- Re LiltS or pres ure tes t ' 
of the 2-inch teel phere and the -inch mahogany 
sphere in the variable-density tunnel are shown in 
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figuTe 13 (a, b). The results of te ts at two difi"erent 
tank pressures, 3 and 6 atmospheres, indicate that 
variation of tank pressur does not exert an appreci-
able efi"ect on the result.s of the sphere tests (sec also 
reference 3); that is, variation of the pressure coeffi-
cient with Reynolds mnber is the same regardless of 
he combination of speed and pressure used to produce 
a given Reynolds umber. Some test at difl'erent 
position indicate the variation of turbulence across 
the jet of the variable-den ity tunnel to be small. A 
ompal'ison of the results for the 8-inch sphere with 
those for the 2-inch sphere indicate approximately the 
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with that found in the 20-foot tunnel, in which the 
turbulence was unaffected by downstream location, it 
is to be noted that there is definitely more turbulence 
in the free-spinning tunnel and that the test positions 
are much nearer to the source of turbulence than is 
the case in the 20-foot tunnel. The curve in figure 14 
(d) appears to tend toward an asymptote and it might 
reasonably be supposed to check the indication of the 
20-foot tunnel re ult satisfactorily if it were extended 
suIficiently far along the stream. 
N. A. C. A. tank. PrE.' me test of two sphere each 
hung in the air 15 feet ahead of the towing carriage in 
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(a) The 2-inch sphere mounted on the tunnel center line. (b) 'l'be -incb sphere mounted on the tunnel center line. 
FIGURE 13.- Pressure tests of two spheres in the variable-density wind tun nel witb normal turbulence. 
same variation of the critical Reynolds N urn her with 
the sphere size as has been found in the tests in other 
tunnels. 
Free-spinning tunnel.- Some re nlts of test of the 
10-inch and 12-inch spheres and the variation of 
critical Reynolds umber with po ition in the jet of 
the free-spinning tunnel are shown in figme 14 (a, b, 
c, d). The low maximum speed available in the tunnel 
(50 feet per second) permitted te tina only the large 
!:;pheres; consequen tty only a small range of Reynolds 
umbers was covered. In tbis tunnel th e turbulence 
appears to be damped as the air pa e downstream. 
Althugh this variation is apparently in disagreement 
the N. A. O. A. tank are shown in figure 15. Values of 
the pressure coefficient were obtained with the lO-inch 
sphere up to Reynolds umbers of 350,000, the highest 
value obtainable with this sphere at the maximum 
speed of the carriage (approximately 80 feet pel' second). 
Oorre ponding pressure coefficients for thel2-inch sphere 
were obtained up to a Reynolds Jumber of 475,000. 
The curve for the lO-inch sphere appears to extrapolate 
satisfactorily through the value of the critical Reynold 
Number indicated by the 12-inch phcre, that is, 3 5,-
000. ince the air is known to have been very still 
during the tests in which thi value was obtained, it is 
considered represen ta ti ve of non tur b ulen t air. This 
12 
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value agrees with the data pre ented in reference 14, 
in which the highest value of the critical Reynolds 
Number found with a sphere mounted above a motor 
car and tested in calm weather was 3· 5,000. The value 
of 405,000 pu bli hed in the refer nce resulted from the 
u e of a ligh tly different value of the pre nre coefficien t 
c::'p /q a a criterion of the critical Reynolds Number. 
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F,(l UHB 15.- P,·essuro Lests of Lwo spheres in LheN. A. C. A. La nk. 
Flight tests .- Results of pressure tests of four spheres 
each hung 70 feet below an autogiro in [light are shown 
in figure 16 (a, b, c, d). 0 consistent variation of 
critical Reynolds Number with sphere ize was found 
nnd the mean value, 3 5,000, agrees with the result 
obtained in the N. A. C. A. tftnk, as well as with the 
result in reference 14. The flight tests were conducted 
n t altitudes of 2,000 to 5,000 feet in good weather but 
with varying amounts of wind. The re ults appear to 
indicato that under normal conditions the atmosphere 
may be regarded as non turbulent insofar as its effect on 
(low about bodies having boundary layers of thickness 
comparable with those on the pheres u ed is concerned. 
Summary of test results .- J . .-,erage yalue of critical 
Reynold umber for the wind tunnels investigated as 
well as for a number of other wind tunnels li ted in 
references 14 and 16 appeal' in table 1. Figure 17 how 
the variation of critical Reynold Jumber with sphere 
diameter for the cases in which these data were obtained. 
All these wind tunnels show a fairly consistent Yal'iation 
with sphere size except the full-scale tunnel, which i 
the least tmbulent of all those inve tigated and which 
appears to give conditions more directly comparable 
with those found in free air. 
Tills consistent variation in the case of tunnels like 
the 20-foot tunnel and the 7- by 10-foot tunnel indicates 
that the explanation of the effect as depending directly 
on ratio of sphere to tunnel diameter is erroneou. It 
seems very unlikely that the sizes of phere actually 
L1 ed could in any ca e have an effect on the 20-foot-
tunnel jet comparable with their effect on the 7- by 
10-foot jet. The most rea onable explanations sug-
gested up to the present have involved the idea that 
([ow similarity for phel'es of di:ITerent size in the ame 
ail' tream does not exi t becau e of the different ratio 
between turbulence grain and sphere diameter. Evi-
dence at pre ent available, however, seems in uiftcient 
to ju tify a definite conclusion regarding thi matter . 
CORRECTIO OF AIRFOIL TESTS 
It ha been proposed (reference 17) that turbulen e 
and Reynolds Number may be regarded as variations 
of the same fundamental phenomenon in that aero-
dynamic characteristic of bodies subject to scale efrect 
,11'e in general also subject to an efl'ect of turbulence. 
Known effects of cale and turbulence on the ail' [low 
about bodies may be divided into two general types: 
First, an effective increase of vi cosity in the fluid due 
to turbulent mLwg; second, the effect of turbulence 
on characteristics a sociated with tran ition from 
laminar to turbulent {Jow in boundary layers and its 
relation to flow separation. It is worthy of note, R L 
till point, that the turbulence normally pl'e ent in a 
wind tunnel is of small magnitude a compared witJl 
that in the turbulent boundary layer of a model and 
that its effect on a laminar boundary layer ahead of 
the point of tran ition to tmbul n t flow appears to he 
negligible except in reducing the stability of the 
laminar boundary layer again t the transition. (ee 
reference 17.) The first type of cale and turbulence 
effect i characterized by a low, continuous change of 
coefficient with Reynolds Jumber apparently related 
to the changing ratio of boundary-layer thickne s to 
characteri tic length of the body as, for example, in the 
ca e of the drag coefficient of a treamline body. (ee 
reference 1, et al.) The econd type i characteri7.ed 
by a more sudden change between two tate of flow J 
one resulting from separation of the laminar boundflJ'y 
layer, the other from delayed eparation of the turbu-
lent boundary layer. In thi category lie the efl'ect of 
cale and turbulence that are ob erved in sphere-drag 
test and on the maximum lift of airfoil . An inter-
mediate state of flow, in which the tran ition of a free, 
or separated, boundary layer is the important factor 
14 
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(reference 17), may e)"'i t and hould not be excluded 
from consideration of the second type of cale and 
turbulence effect. 
The variation of the ma:-..'imum lift of an airfoil witb 
Reynold Number (ee, for example, references 1.5 
and 1 ) has been ascribed to the tendency of the tur-
bulent boundary layer to delay separation of flow from 
a body. Thu, as the Reynolds umbel' of an airfoil 
is increa ed, the boundary layer in the region of epara-
tion becomes tmbulent with re ultant delay in the 
separation of flow from the airfoil and, consequently, a 
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F,G URE 17.- Variation of critical Reynolds umber with sphere diameter for some of 
the wind tunnels Ii ted in table 1. 
greater maximum lift coefficient. It ha been found 
that the presence of initial turbulence in an ail' tream 
tends to cause this variation to take place at con-
sistently lower value of Reynolds umber than would 
be the ca e in a nonturbulent tream and that, by 
multiplying values of te t Reynold Number in a 
turbulent tream by a factor depending in magnitude on 
the amount of turbulence present, it is po sible to 
bring the variation of maximum lift of an airfoil with 
Reynolds Number as measured in a tu rbulent tream 
into reasonable agreement with the variation measured 
in a Ie turbulent stream (reference 18). 
Comparison of the phere te ts in various wind 
tunn Is indicate that the variation of the pressure 
coefficient with R eynolds umber in variou turbulent 
streams may be brought into approximate ao-reement 
by a procedure similar to that adopted in the ca e of 
airfoils. Furthermore, the same value of the factor 
serve to correct sphere te ts and airfoil tests from the 
same wind tunnel. If, then, the ratio of the value of 
the critical R eynold Number for a sphere in free air 
to the value in a turbulent air tream be taken, the 
re ulting constant is a factor by which the te t R ey-
nolds umber in the turbulent stream must be multi-
plied to obtain the Reynold Number at which cor-
responding transition and eparation phenomena occur 
in a non turbulent str eam. Tlus ratio lIlay be called 
the "turbulence factor " (T. F. ) of the ail' tream in 
que tion. 
In accordance with thi iefinition, the tmbulence 
factors for the . A. . A. wind tunnel have been 
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F IGU RE I .-Varia tion of CL with effective Heynolds Number for a (,lark Y 
m llJ: airfoil. 
calculated, using in each ca e a mean value of the 
critical Reynolds Number found by te ting the sphere 
of various size in each tunnel, and are given in table 1. 
Value for the other tunnels li ted in the table are 
given for compari on, although the fact that the e 
values were computed "vithout reference to sphere 
size or test po ition tends to render them not exactly 
comparable. 
The value of the turbulence Jactor for a non Lu 1"-
bulent stream is, by definition, 1 and, since the critical 
Reynold Number of the phere in ilio-ht is the ame a 
that in nonturbulent air, correction of wind-tunnel 
test Reynold N umbers according to the foregoino-
turbulence factors is equivalent to correcting to 
the free-flight condition. 
Figure 1 show measured values of maximum lift 
coefficient of a Clark Y airfoil obtained from a variety 
of sources (references 5 and 19 to 22) and corrected to 
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"e n'ec Li \-e Reynolds Jumber", i . e., LesL R eynolds 
N umber times t urbulence factor. I t i in te re ting to 
note that when the result a re corrected in this fashion 
they fall into a closely grouped ba.nd indicatin o- a 
consistent vn,ria tion of maximum lift of the Clark Y 
airfoil with Reynolds Number in free air. The data 
from the yn,riable-density tunnel were ohtn in ed before 
the latest modifications \\-ere made to thi tunnel 
and are therefore not ]"epl'esentatin of i ts present tur-
bulence, as indicated by the difrerent \,itilies of its 
tu rb ulence fae tor in the figu re and in t,l ble 1. The 
eli persion of the expe rimenta l points obtained in the 
full-scale tunnel alone is almost as great a the dis-
persion of a ll t ile point plotted in this figure, which 
seems to indicate that appa ren t variations nrc a re ult 
of experimental in accurac ies th roughout rather than of 
consistent din'erences caused by yarying amounts of 
tu rb ulence in the \\'ind tunnel . Although night detcr-
min,l tions of maximum lift coefficien t a rc ubject to 
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FI( ;l'IlE IU.- \ ·ar iation of C/) al zcro l i ft wi t h cfTecti ,·c Hcynolds :"lIlllhcr for a Clark 
Y airfoi l. 
Ilumerous sou rces of er ror, the resulLs from te t in 
\\'hich pecinl cn re Itn, heen laken to eliminate tllese 
errors appear to be in good agreement witlt t lte \\'ind-
tunnel results . 
Figure 19 sho\\' Lhe \'ar ia t ion of the drll g coemcien t 
at zero lift of Lhe Clark Y airfoil wi th en'ective Reyn-
olds Number, obtained from the same source. n,s the 
data of figure 18. An additional correction, however, 
is made to th e drag data to make allowance for the 
din'erence in tu rbulent skin friction of the airfoil 
hel\\'een the value of test li,eynolcls Numbe r <md en'ec-
t i\'e Reynold Tumbe!". This correction is made by 
dedu cting from t lte mea ured drag coeffic ient t lte 
change in kin fricLion in volved in going from the test 
I eynold Number to the efl'ective R eynolds Jumber, 
as sho \\-n by the CllITe of tu rbulent sbn friction of a 
fl at plate ag~Lin s t Reynolds J umber in figure 19. 
An example of such correction with explanation i 
gi ven in reference 1 . 
Although Lite dispersion o[ the drag da La is greaLer 
than that for maximum Ii ft, consideration of the pos i-
ble error in volved in the test indicate that th e data 
show no disa,gl'eeme nt. The most \~idely rlivergen t 
points in fi g ure 19 should probably be di regarded [or 
the following rca on . In the full-scale- tunn el data, 
the poin t for the two lowe t ReYl10ld Numbers arc 
subjec t to large pe rcen tage errors owing to the mull 
magnitude of the measured force relative lo the tare 
fo rce and b'lln.nce capaci ty. In the va ri a bl -density-
tunnel te t with innea cd turbulenee (T. F. = 5. 3), 
the model was mounted in uch close proximity to the 
t.urbulence sC'l"een that Lite individual wake were not 
fulJy dis ipatecl. In this condi t ion some doubt JnU t 
exist regarding both ai r-stren,m calibra tion and en'ective 
turbul ence. 
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Figures 20 and 21 show the \' ilJ"iatio n of the maxi-
mum lif t coe ffi cient wi th R eynolds N umber for the 
. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil (reference 1 ) and Lhe . A. 
C . A. 2412 airioil wi th out and with a split fl ap. The 
data for the N. A. . A. 2412 airfoil (fig. 21) are o-iyen 
in references 15 a nd 23 , which pre ent result of an 
extensive jm'esLi o-ation of the effect of Reynold um-
her and t urbulen ce made at the California In stitute of 
Technology. In figure 21(a) the re ult arc plotted 
against test R eynold umher for compari on with fig-
ure 21 (h), in wllich they ha\~e been correct d to IT c-
tive R eynolds Numher. It is clear that when t il e results 
are corrected to errective R eynolds Number, a reason-
ably con istent variation of maximum lift of tllC . A. 
T U RBU LEN E FACTOR F T. A. . A. W lI\TD T TNELS AS DETERMI ED BY SPHERE TE 'l'S 17 
C. A. 24 12 airfoil with R eynold umber is establi hed, Lhat found in the full-seale-tun nel te ts with the Clark 
although the results as plotted in fio-ure 21 (a) appear Y airfoil and i therefore believed to re ul t from experi-
to show seriou discrepancies between the maximum men tal inaccuracies rather than from consi tent differ-
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ence wi th the differ ent amoun ts of turbulence em-
ployed. The apparently con isten t differ ences may 
result from consisten t error caused by compressibili ty 
effect, model deflection under air load, difficulty of cali-
bration of a highly turbulen t ai r stream, and variation 
of critical Reynolds Number wi th sphere ize. 
In order to develop further the ba i of the efrecti ve 
Reynolds Jwnber concep t, it i desirable to con ider 
the conditions nece sary for geometric imilari ty in aero-
dynamic tests . F our principal dimension , relative to 
a linear dimension of the model, must be imilar ; 
namely, the thickne of tbe laminar boundary layer , 
the downstream distance of the poin t of transi tion from 
lamin ar to tmbulen t boundary layer , the thickn e of 
the turbulen t boundary layer, and the down tream di -
tance of the point of eparation. In treams having no 
turbulence the Reynold N umber serve as a cri terion 
for imilari ty of all these factors but, when differen t 
amoun ts of tur bulence are pre ent in two differen t 
streams, eli imilaJ'ities of at lea t the last thTee item 
appear at the same test Reynold umber , since the 
poin t of transi tion is moved forward by the presence of 
° lOS 2 .3 4 S 6 8 lOG 2 .3 4 56 8 10
7 increa eel turbulence. If the te t Reynolds Jumber 
Tesf Reynolds Number of the model in the more turbulen t tream is reduced 
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lift coeffi cients obta.ined with viu'iou degree of t urb u-
lence. The scattering of the test poin t abou t the 
mean curve doe not appear to be seriously greater than 
to bring the poin t of tran i tion in to agreemen t, imilar-
i ty is partly r estored al though the relative hounclary-
layer thiclrne es are somewh at diO'er en t. This pro-
cedure appear to be the mo t ati factory method at 
presen t avail able for obtaining approximate imilari ty 
of tes t in air streams wi th different amoun ts of t urhu -
lence and eems ju tifiable in cases where the direct 
oD'ect of boundary-layer thickn ess is known, so that it 
can either be neglected 01" sui tably corrected f01" . 
Th e u e of sph ere test to indicate the relative 
va lue of R eynolds N umbel" needeel to give appro:\i-
mate imilari ty under difJ"eren t condi tions of ini tial 
air-stream tu rbulence is ba ed on the inference tha t 
when the phere-dmg coefficien t CD is eq ual to 0.3 
(or ~p = 1. 22) tl lO point of transition lI a a gIven 
down tream location, rela ti ve to the phere diameter, 
although the value of the R eynold N umber at which 
thi occurs may vary widely, depending on the ini tial 
ail'- tr eam turbulence. The yalidi ty of thi inferen ce 
depends on the a ump tion that the different boundary-
layer thicknes e have only secondary effects n the 
pre ure distrihu bon around the body, an as ump tion 
sufficien tly common in wind- tunnel te ting to lleed no 
pecial verification for the p urpo e of the presen t di -
cus lOn . If i t is fu r tber as umed that the effect of 
turbulence on boundary-layer transition i a1 proxi-
mately the same for pheres and airfoil in spite of the 
di[]'eren t pressure gradient ' that may be involved, 
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then the procedure required to obtain similarity in 
phere tests should give approximate similarity for 
airfoil tests. 
T o summarize, it may be stated that the R eynold,; 
Number serves as a criterion of geometric similarity 
of air flow abou t similar models in streams having 
zero turbulence; the effective R eynolds Number may 
possibJy serve as a cri terion of approximate geometric 
imilarity in streams having different degrees of turbu-
lence. F ur thermore, a turbulence factor obtained 
from sphere tests may serve to indicate the approximate 
relation of effective Reynolds Number to test Reynolds 
N umber for certain other aerodynamic bodie . 
In the ligh t of thi discu sion it is clear that for 
the data of figure 21 the test R eynolds Number has 
not served as a cri terion of similarity. For aU the 
maximum-lift data presented, however, the effective 
Reynolds umber doe appear to have established the 
condition of imilarity, at least to a fiT t appro>-,'lmation. 
Perhaps there i less reason to regard the same 
effective Reynolds l umber as a satisfactory cri terion 
in th e case of the drag coefficient, but it should at 
least be a more reliable cri terion of imilarity with 
respect to the point of transition than the test Rey-
nolds Number. H ere, however , the boundary-layer 
thickness exerts an appreciable influ ence, so after 
similarity wi th respect to transition has been obtained, 
a drag increment is required to allow for the dis imilar 
boundary-layer thicknes es. Thi procedure has been 
followed in several case (references 18 and 24), partly 
because of the foregoing considera tions and partly 
because i t permits the presentation of all the data at 
tbe same valu e of the Reynolds Number. The data 
of fi gure 1 9 indicate that no disagrcement results from 
tllis process as applied to the dng of the Clark Y air-
foil at zero lift. Al though cer tain doubts may be 
raised regarding the validi ty of th e effective Reynold,; 
N um.ber co ncept as applied to the drag of airfoil , it is 
signifLcant that the result obtained is in agreement 
wi th that predicted by a widely employed method of 
extrapolation (reference 25). 
The lin1itations of the effective Reynolds Number 
concept are apparent from the foregoing discussion. 
Strictly peaking, its application is limited to effects 
resulting principally from the transition of the laminar 
boundary layer or from the intemrtion of this tran ition 
\\'itb Row se para tion. Where the effects associated 
with boundary-layer thickness are of primary import-
ance the concept may still be applicable, but suitable 
correction for these effects must also be made and, if 
the effect is unknown but not negligible, th e concept 
cannot be expected to give a clear in terpretation of the 
phenomena invol ved. 
A ca e of the failure of the concept may deserve 
mention. In certain unpublished tests of a slotted 
airfoil, a discontinuity ob ervp.d in the curve of CL max 
again t Reynolds Number was attrib uted to the varying 
relation of boundary-layer thickne s to slot size . ince 
both test Reynolds umber and point of transition 
affect this relation, it seem likely tha t neither te t nor 
effective Reynolds Number will serve as a criterion of 
imilarity in this case. 
Consideration of these effects of turbulence, in com-
bination with a method of correcting for them, uO"gest 
the possibility of extending th e effective scale range of a 
wind tunnel for th e meas urement of certain aerody-
namic coefficients by the introduction of artifi.cial 
turbulence. The maximum effective Reynolds Num-
ber attainable is eq ual to the maximum test Reynolds 
N umber time the t urbulence factor. A certain 
arrangement of the variable-density tlmn el having a 
turbulence factor of 5.8 gave the correct varia tion of 
CLmax with Reynolds umber for the Clark Y airfoil 
(see fig . 18), and it seems reasonable to expect that even 
higher values might be reached without affecting the 
interaction of scale and turbulence as applied to 
transition and separation phenomena. 
CO CLUSIONS 
1. The I . A. C. A. wind tunnels may be listed in 
order of increasing turbulence as follows: 
The full-scale tunnel. 
The 24-inch high-speed tunnel. 
The 20-foot tunnel. 
The model of the full-scale t unn el. 
The 7- by lO-foot t unnel. 
The 5-foo t vertical tunnel. 
The free-spinning tunnel. 
The variable-density tunnel. 
2. The effect of scale on the mtlximum lif t coefIicienL 
of medium-camber, medium-thickness airfoils in a 
nonturbulent air stream may be obtained from tests in 
a turbulent stream by the applica tion of a turbul nce 
fa ctor, obtained from sphere tests, to the test Reynolds 
N umbers of the models in the turbulent stream. 
3. For determination of cer tain aerodynamic char-
acteristics, the cale range of a wind tLU1l1 el may be 
extended to higher effective values of the R eynolds 
N umber by the in troduction of artificial t urbulence 
in to the air stream. 
L ANGLEY l\1EMORIAL AERONA UTI CAL LABORATORY, 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR A EROKAUTI CS, 
LANGLEY FrE TJD, VA., February 4, 1936. 
APPENDIX 
CORRELATIO f OF SPHERE DRAG A D PRESSURE 
TESTS 
The air flow about a bod y that is not tapered to a 
point in the down tream direction is known to separate 
in th vicinity of the region where the pressure gradient 
on the surface of the body tends to oppo e the normal 
direction of flow . (See also reference 14.) The low 
pressur on the surface of the body aft of the point of 
.oow separation produce con equent large values of 
the drag coefficient. In the case of the sphere, this 
pressure drag i ufficiently large that, for purposes of 
approximate analysis, the kin-friction dmg on the 
sm'face of the phere may be neglected and the total 
drag of the phere may be regard ed as resulting from 
the pre Sllre applied to the urface. 
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FIGURE 22.-Pressure distribution on a sphere. 
Two phases of flow exist on a sphere in a stream of 
vi cous fluid: that over the front portion, which ap-
proximates the theoretical flow in a nonviscous fluid ; 
and an eddying wake region over the portion aft of the 
point of separation of the flow. If a sphere be con-
of the phere, by integration, is CD = Sin20 ( l -~ sin20) 
where P is the increment of pre ure on the surface 
above the normal static pressure of the tream, and 
q=~ p P. The theoretical pre ure distriblltion ex-
pressed by the foregoing equation i shown in figure 22. 
If the point at which the flow separate from the sur-
face of the sphere be designated 01, it has been found 
that the pre sure aft of 01 on the surface of the sphere 
i approximately equal to the pressure at 0,. In other 
words, the urface of the sphere in the wake region i 
ubj ected to a uniform pre sure approximately equal 
to the theoretical pre ure at the point of separation of 
flow . It is possible then to expre the pre sure draO' 
on the rear portion as 
D= - J pdi l = - p7r1'2 sin20, 
or 
CD =_'l2 in20, q 
It is now po sible to expre the total drag coefficient 
of the sphere as equal to the um of the drag due to the 
theoretical distribution ahead of the point of separation 
and the drag in the wake region behind the point of 
separation, 
CD = sin201 (1 - .2. in20J)-~ sin20J 
Collecting and substituting for p/q, 
C 9. 4 D= g sm 01 
It is also possible to calculate the pressure difference 
between the front and the rear portions of the phere 
as a function of 01. At the front ~= 1, or front pressure 
equals q. Aft of the point of eparation , 
P I 1 . 0 
-=1-2- sm-O l q 4 
and the difference between the front and rear pressures, 
idered cut by one branch of a circular cone with gen- or 
erating angle 0 and with the apex at the center of the 
sphere ( ee fig. 22 ), then the pre ure produced by the 
potential flow around the phere at any circle of inter- Substituting in the equation for CD, 
section of the sphere and cone is ~= 1- 2i sin20 (refer-
en e 26) and the drag coefficient of the upstream part 
19 
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Rcsults from tests in the 7- by lO-foot tunnel and in 
the full -scale tunnel, in which corresponding drag and 
pressure tests were made, are plotted in figurc 23 
togethcr with a curve plotted from the fo regoing cqua-
t ion showing tbe relation betlYccn the dnlg find prc ure 
coe fficients. The tests co\'er a wide range of yalues of 
air-stream turb ulence, t lte 7- by lO-foot ,,-ind tunnel 
being yery turbulent with the grid in place and C0111-
paratiyely free Jrom turbulence without the grid. 1'11 
air stream in the rull-sca le tunnel is \"Cry nearly equ il-a -
lent to nontlll'bulent ail' . The plotted re ults indicate 
no consistcnt difrerence in the relation between CD n,nd 
t:>p /q with t llC.' vfirious amounts of turbulence. This 
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IA r- Computed curvet-1 +---<>f-<~4--1 
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rWUln: 23.- Correintioll of :o'p tlere drag and pressure measurelllonts. 
agrcement is t,lkcll as el-idence tbat the con ellltion 
between d rag ,LI1d pre lire coe ffic ien ts as found here i 
independent or thc degree or air- t ream tu rb ulence 
and that a reliable indication or the cri tica l R cy nolcis 
1\ umber may be obLained from sph ere prcssure L<.'st 
unclel' any co ndition in whicll it could b<.' obt,l ined 
from sphcrc drag te ts. The mean yalue or t:>1J /q at 
(lD = 0.3 is 1.22 . Thus, in the spbere prcssure te t the 
Reynolds Number correspon ciing to t he 1',llue ~E= l.22 q 
is taken as the cri tical Reynolds 1\ umber. It is con-
sid ered worthy of mention that the German te t co r-
relating drag and presSllre coefficients (I'cre l'ence ]4) 
made at only one degree of air-stream turbulence cor-
roborate the relation between drag and pre ure found 
in t lte present tcsts. 
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TABLE I 
VALUES OF CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER A D TURBULENCE FACTOR FOR VARIOUS WIND TUNNEL, 
AND IN FREE AIR 
I Reference 11. 
Air stream Remarks 
Free aiL _______ . _ .. _ ...... _____ .. _________________ N. A. C . A. flighL ______ .... ____________ _ 
Still air. _ __ N . A. C. A. tank_ _ _ 
N.A. C.A.: 
Full-scale tuuneL ______ .... .. __ .. ____ .... _ Average value ___________________________ __ 
24-ioch high-speed tuooeL _ _ .. ____ .... __ .. _ 4-incb sphere___ __ ______________________ _ 
20-foot wnneL _ .. ___ __ _ 
Model full-scale tunu"L _ _ 
7- by 10-foot tunLleL __ .. _ 
Average value_ _ ______________ _ 
_ _______________ -inch sphere__ __ __ _____________ __ 
______ ___ Average value_ _ _ _ _ _________ _ 
5-loot vertical tunoeL. .. __ __ __________________ do___________ _ ____ __ ______ _ 
Free-spinnio g tunoel __ 
Variable-density tunnel I _ _ 
R.A. E.: 
5-foot tunnel .. 
7-foot tunnel _ 
N. P. L. compressed-air tunnel 
)Ol.l.ingeo: 
Normal test level _________________ _ 
Average value __ _ 
____ do .. ______ .. __________________ _ 
2 tunnels._ _ ____ " _________________ _ 
Large LunneL. _ 
Small tuoneL. _ 
Propeller tunnel _ 
D. V. L. 1.2-meter tunueL ----------- - X~'e;.ag;; value ~====:-:::::::==:===:-=·:~ 
Braunschweig tunneL ._ _ ___________ ____ do ___ __ . _____ _ 
Turin tunneL__ ___ _ __ _________________ __ _ _ ______________ __ 
Japanese navy 2.52-metor tunneL _ ______________ __ ___ _ __ ________ _ 
litsubishi o. tun Del. _________ _ 
Kawanish i Co. tunneL 
A ichi ~'okei Co. tUDneL _ 
C. 1. T. 10-foot tUDoeL ~==_~~_=_=::___________ _\verage value ___ ____ ::==== == ==--
Akron vert.ical t.ulloeL __ _ ______________________ .do __ _ ______________ _ . _____________ _ 
Bureau of Standards: 
10-foot tunneL __ 
4.5-foot tllonel 
3.0-foot tuuneL. 
\VI. I. T. 7.5-foot tunneL _ 
~' right Field 5-loot tunnel 
I'reealr _ ______ _ 
Do__ _________ _ Do ______________ _ 
- --- --------------
'6v~a¥:. ~:~~~ _____ - _: _ : :: ~_::=_ :::~::.: 
(co .... orted to -> 1)= 1.22) 
It 
C. I. ~' . lest _ 
]VI. I. T. Lost 
o 
ritical rJ'urbu-
I eyuolds lence 
Number factor 
R, ('I'. [<' .) 
:lS5,000 1.0 
385,000 1. ° 
350,000 1.1 
350,000 1.1 
320,000 1.2 
315,000 1.2 
2iO,000 1.4 
225,000 1.7 
211,000 1.8 
150,000 2.6 
250,000 1.5 
185,000 2. I 
190, 000 2. ° 
320,000 1.2 
280,000 1.4 
310,000 1.2 
325,000 1.2 
300,000 1.3 
200,000 1.9 
310,000 1.2 
330, 000 1.2 
2iO,000 1.4 
270,000 1.4 
335,000 I.l 
250,000 1.5 
230,000 1.7 
265,000 1.5 
270,000 1.4 
186,000 2. I 
260,000 .1.5 
385,000 
364,000 
290,000 
-y ~.-------
"-
" 
" .... 
---
Z 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis 
Force 
(parallel 
J 
Designation Sym-
to axis) 
bol symbol 
1 
LongitudinaL __ X X LateraL _______ y Y N ormaL ______ _ Z Z 
I 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V" 
L M 
G1 = qbS Gm = qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation 
Rolling _____ 
Pitching ___ _ 
yawing ___ __ 
N 
Gn = qbS 
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
.11 
IV 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
}·----.Z R oIL ____ <P u p Z----.X Pitch ___ _ 0 v q 
X----.y I yaw _____ 
'" 
W r 
Angle or set of control surface (relative to neutre.l 
position), .o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
P, Power, absolute coefficient Gp = ~TIA p n l.F 
G., Speed-power coefficient = ~ ~~: 
Efficiency 
T, Thrust, absolute coefficient GT = p n~D4 
1], 
n, Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle = tan-1 (2':n) 
Torque, absolute coefficient Go = 9D 5 pn Q, 
1 hp. = 76 .04 kg-m/s = 550 ft-Ib. /sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. =0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s. = 2.2369 m.p.h. 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 lb. = 0.4536 kg 
1 kg = 2.2046 lb. 
1 mi. =1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m = 3.2808 ft. 
